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Riddles will help children create connections, link ideas and emotions, be imaginative, and draw
conclusions that are all positive ways to learn and remember things quickly and easily.Riddles
are good for all ages! They teach us so many lessons regarding life, vocabulary, wordplay,
problem-solving, and comprehension. Riddles are fun and easy to remember; kids also share
the riddles they learn, which encourages them to become social.Riddles are usually told
creatively using more technical vocabulary. If children want to exchange riddles, it is after they
understand the entire meaning. Riddles often inspire children to think about terms that they do
not yet understand.When it comes to funny things, you know-how are most kids. Kids seem to
enjoy comedy with slapstick and juvenile jokes. To enhance the taste of a child in comedy, you
should give them imaginative riddles. Riddles will amuse a kid, and at the same time, get his
brain to work.Want a little break for some fun brain teasers to unwind? Find out a list of all-time
great riddles. Guaranteed holding children happy for hours! Hold and engage the minds of your
children involved even though it's not their bodies. Riddle books are a perfect hands-on, screen-
free activity to get children to learn while having fun.They begin easily, and some are perfect
riddles for children. But some are difficult and can require you to be a careful whiz. Many are
letter and wordplay, so if you're undeterred, keep going. Now, if you're going to make it to the
end, you should try the others, but be careful: the hard ones will test you!In these riddles,
puzzles, and verbal conundrums, the difficulty level varies from 1 to 3. That is typically tweens
and up in children's ages. This will develop insight, imagination, and critical thought.Every kid is
fond of riddles — the sillier, the better. This one keeps them occupied.A parent would need to
read the riddle, which sets out which items to find hidden in plain sight. Kids of all ages enjoy this
riddle book series.The riddles range includes some dumb ones, some old classics, and some
that make kids spend some time thinking. Many of the riddles have given answers. Find some
that you love, and share with your mates. As mentioned in the above chapter, there are three
types of riddles according to difficulty, included in this book, which are easy, medium, and hard.
Stars are used to represent the difficulty level of each riddle. With each difficulty level, the points
awarded to them changes. The hint system will also change accordingly. Following is a brief
explanation of the three types of levels of difficulty:1. Easy riddles: These riddles are labeled
as 1 star (*). When children select a low difficulty level riddle and solve it, they will be awarded 1
point. This type of riddles will include two hints to help and encourage the children.2.
Medium riddles: These riddles are labeled as two stars (**). When children select a medium
difficulty level riddle and solve it, they will be awarded 2 points. This type of riddles will include
one hint to make it easier for the children.3. Hard riddles: These riddles are labeled as three
stars (***). When children select a hard difficulty level riddle and solve it, they will be awarded 3
points. This type of riddles will include no hints and challenge the children a bit harder.When a
child cannot solve a riddle, the score will be zero. The person asking the riddle can and will read
the hints, and he can deliver the hints to the children in any way according to their understanding



level.



DIFFICULT RIDDLES FOR SMART KIDS(AGES 8-12)400 Difficult Riddles And Brain Teasers
Families Will Love (Books for Smart Kids) Difficult Riddles For Smart Kids© Copyright 2020
Digital Books - All rights reserved.The content contained within this book may not be
reproduced, duplicated or transmitted without direct written permission from the author or the
publisher.Under no circumstances will any blame or legal responsibility be held against the
publisher, or author, for any damages, reparation, or monetary loss due to the information
contained within this book. Either directly or indirectly. You are responsible for your own choices,
actions, and results. Legal Notice:This book is copyright protected. This book is only for
personal use. You cannot amend, distribute, sell, use, quote or paraphrase any part, or the
content within this book, without the consent of the author or publisher. Disclaimer
Notice:Please note the information contained within this document is for educational and
entertainment purposes only. All effort has been executed to present accurate, up to date, and
reliable, complete information. No warranties of any kind aredeclared or implied. Readers
acknowledge that the author is not engaging in the rendering of legal, financial, medical or
professional advice. The content within this book has been derived from various sources. Please
consult a licensed professional before attempting any techniques outlined in this book.By
reading this document, the reader agrees that under no circumstances is the author responsible
for any losses, direct or indirect, which are incurred as a result of the use of the information
contained within this document, including, but not limited to, — errors, omissions, or
inaccuracies.IntroductionGame Rules and ModesLearn the Point SystemChapter 1: 100 Fun
Animal RiddlesAnswer My RiddlesChapter 2: 100 Fun Food RiddlesAnswer My RiddlesChapter
3: 100 Fun Human Body RiddlesAnswer My RiddlesChapter 4: 100 Fun Science RiddlesAnswer
my RiddlesConclusionIntroductionRiddles will help children create connections, link ideas and
emotions, be imaginative, and draw conclusions that are all positive ways to learn and
remember things quickly and easily.Riddles are good for all ages! They teach us so many
lessons regarding life, vocabulary, wordplay, problem-solving, and comprehension. Riddles are
fun and easy to remember; kids also share the riddles they learn, which encourages them to
become social.Riddles are usually told creatively using more technical vocabulary. If children
want to exchange riddles, it is after they understand the entire meaning. Riddles often inspire
children to think about terms that they do not yet understand.When it comes to funny things, you
know-how are most kids. Kids seem to enjoy comedy with slapstick and juvenile jokes. To
enhance the taste of a child in comedy, you should give them imaginative riddles. Riddles will
amuse a kid, and at the same time, get his brain to work.The best way to build a bond and
friendship with one another is to work together to solve something. Taking the time to play
riddles and games with your child helps children gain important knowledge and develop self-
esteem.Want a little break for some fun brain teasers to unwind? Find out a list of all-time great
riddles. Guaranteed holding children happy for hours! Hold and engage the minds of your



children involved even though it's not their bodies. Riddle books are a perfect hands-on, screen-
free activity to get children to learn while having fun.They begin easily, and some are perfect
riddles for children. But some are difficult and can require you to be a careful whiz. Many are
letter and wordplay, so if you're undeterred, keep going. Now, if you're going to make it to the
end, you should try the others, but be careful: the hard ones will test you!In these riddles,
puzzles, and verbal conundrums, the difficulty level varies from 1 to 3. That is typically tweens
and up in children's ages. This will develop insight, imagination, and critical thought.Every kid is
fond of riddles — the sillier, the better. This one keeps them occupied.A parent would need to
read the riddle, which sets out which items to find hidden in plain sight. Kids of all ages enjoy this
riddle book series.The riddles range includes some dumb ones, some old classics, and some
that make kids spend some time thinking. Many of the riddles have given answers. Find some
that you love, and share with your mates.Game Rules and ModesThis book provides children
with several modes to play. The modes are described below:1. Play vs. Time: This mode allows
parents to choose a specific time period and ask the children to solve riddles in that time. This
way, children can even try to break their own records by striving to solve as many riddles as they
can in a particular time. To keep the kids motivated and interested, we should not choose very
long periods of time. One hundred twenty seconds seem to be the best time to keep things
entertaining.2. Play as long as the player doesn’t fail an answer: This mode can keep the kids
engaged, and their self-confidence can increase by every riddle they solve. We can even choose
what kind of riddles to play for this mode from easy to hard.3. Play a set of 10 questions/riddles
and then compare the scores: This mode can keep all of our children involved at the same time.
We can set them up individually in a competition or even as teams. Being in a competition can
motivate them to do better. This mode can help children learn teamwork and bonds, not just
between siblings but also the family can become stronger. In the end, we can compare who got
the highest points and maybe even decide prizes for making this activity more interactive.4. Just
play having fun: This mode frees us of any rules. We can play any way we want. The aim is just to
have fun. We can mix up the easy to hard riddles and just enjoy solving them without any
competition or setting time limits.Learn the Point SystemAs mentioned in the above chapter,
there are three types of riddles according to difficulty, included in this book, which are easy,
medium, and hard. Stars are used to represent the difficulty level of each riddle. With each
difficulty level, the points awarded to them changes. The hint system will also change
accordingly. Following is a brief explanation of the three types of levels of difficulty:1. Easy
riddles: These riddles are labeled as 1 star (*). When children select a low difficulty level riddle
and solve it, they will be awarded 1 point. This type of riddles will include two hints to help and
encourage the children.2. Medium riddles: These riddles are labeled as two stars (**). When
children select a medium difficulty level riddle and solve it, they will be awarded 2 points. This
type of riddles will include one hint to make it easier for the children.3. Hard riddles: These
riddles are labeled as three stars (***). When children select a hard difficulty level riddle and
solve it, they will be awarded 3 points. This type of riddles will include no hints and challenge the



children a bit harder.When a child cannot solve a riddle, the score will be zero. The person
asking the riddle can and will read the hints, and he can deliver the hints to the children in any
way according to their understanding level.Chapter 1: 100 Fun Animal RiddlesRiddle #1Level of
Difficulty: *Points to Score: 1Riddle: Which is the only animal that doesn't fly but still does?
Hint:1. He can speak.2. He knows how to drive.Riddle #2Level of Difficulty: *Points to Score:
1Riddle: He's tall, old and fuzzy, and looks pretty scruffy. He also needs a shower. It is best to
avoid him and leave his cave to him.Hint:1. It’s an animal.2. It roars.Riddle #3Level of Difficulty:
**Points to Score: 2Riddle: I'm destroying your house inside out. What am I?Hint: It’s an
insect.Riddle #4Level of Difficulty: **Points to Score: 2Riddle: I produce wool and spit a lot. What
am I?Hint: It resembles a camel.Riddle #5Level of Difficulty: *Points to Score: 1Riddle: What two
keys can’t open any doors?Hint:1. One likes to eat bananas2. One likes to eat grass.Riddle
#6Level of Difficulty: **Points to Score: 2Riddle: Full of darkness, filled with all. I have both colors
on my skin. With my bag, I'm always scared of the cat. Who am I?Hint: I have stripes on my
body.Riddle #7Level of Difficulty: ***Points to Score: 3Riddle: What fish came first?Riddle
#8Level of Difficulty: *Points to Score: 1Riddle: Gown but not a preacher; crown but not a
ruler.Hint:1. It’s a bird.2. It cries in the morning and wakes up everybody.Riddle #9Level of
Difficulty: ***Points to Score: 3Riddle: I am carried by mad animals. What am I?Riddle #10Level
of Difficulty: *Points to Score: 1Riddle: I don't forget! What am I?Hint:1. It opens its wings when
happy.2. It is a birdRiddle #11Level of Difficulty: **Points to Score: 2Riddle: None in the world
can compare his deadly fabric, so silky and fair, to this tiny weaverHint: It has eight legsRiddle
#12Level of Difficulty: **Points to Score: 2Riddle: What you get from milking a cow following an
earthquake?Hint: It’s a drink.Riddle #13Level of Difficulty: ***Points to Score: 3Riddle: I am black
and white. I'm fast and not fat. A lot of people I confuse with my style. What am I?Riddle
#14Level of Difficulty: ***Points to Score: 3Riddle: How does a big, hibernating mammal display
affection?Riddle #15Level of Difficulty: ***Points to Score: 3Riddle: A frog jumped into a cream
bowl and started to walk. He was able to jump out of the pot and soon felt something solid
beneath his feet. How did the frog feel under his foot?Riddle #16Level of Difficulty: ***Points to
Score: 3Riddle: We had been rewarded with a string of death for our ambrosia by Jupiter. While
our might is a jest to others, we have quieted the breath of the dragon. What are we, then?Riddle
#17Level of Difficulty: ***Points to Score: 3Riddle: Do no other species have what pandas have?
Riddle #18Level of Difficulty: **Points to Score: 2Riddle: This meat, often cooked as a filet,
comes from an animal that swims underwaterHint: It makes a great combination with
chips.Riddle #19Level of Difficulty: **Points to Score: 2Riddle: I could sing, but I couldn't talk. I
can climb a tree high, but I can't run. I've got really soft hair and a very rough mouth. What am I?
Hint: It has a beak.Riddle #20Level of Difficulty: ***Points to Score: 3Riddle: The homes of small
creatures that cluster in the corners if you're not alert to dustRiddle #21Level of Difficulty:
***Points to Score: 3Riddle: Which creature begins in yellow and white outside, then becomes its
first five until it becomes the entire?Riddle #22Level of Difficulty: ***Points to Score: 3Riddle:
Hard, iron-on horse. Cow's hide on manRiddle #23Level of Difficulty: ***Points to Score: 3Riddle:



While it is not a horse, it has horns; although it is not an ass, it has a packed saddle; and
everywhere it goes, it leaves behind a silverRiddle #24Level of Difficulty: **Points to Score:
2Riddle: What the cat has that no other animal has?Hint: They drink milk.Riddle #25Level of
Difficulty: ***Points to Score: 3Riddle: A horse is on a 24-foot chain and wants an apple that is 26
feet away. How does the horse get to the apple?Riddle #26Level of Difficulty: ***Points to Score:
3Riddle: A man walks out of a four-walled home, all facing north. A bird flies by. Who do you think
he is?Riddle #27Level of Difficulty: **Points to Score: 2Riddle: What's an insect's favorite sport?
Hint: It is played with a bat and ball.Riddle #28Level of Difficulty: *Points to Score: 1Riddle: It's a
large and bulky mammal, and just like a tree, it has a trunk. Will store water in its nose, long and
like a funnelHint:1. You can take a ride on it.2. It has fan-shaped ears.Riddle #29Level of
Difficulty: ***Points to Score: 3Riddle: A stellar five-limbed sea creatureRiddle #30Level of
Difficulty: ***Points to Score: 3Riddle: Close to a blackbird but much bigger than a crowRiddle
#31Level of Difficulty: **Points to Score: 2Riddle: I'm pulling my house behind me. I'm not rich,
but in my journey, I leave silver. Who am I?Hint: It’s the slowest creatureRiddle #32Level of
Difficulty: ***Points to Score: 3Riddle: I'm gold, and I can be white and black, I'm a sign of a
country when freedom flies. What am I?Riddle #33Level of Difficulty: ***Points to Score: 3Riddle:
What animal gives money and says, moo?Riddle #34Level of Difficulty: ***Points to Score:
3Riddle: What's got two heads, four eyes, six legs, and one tail?Riddle #35Level of Difficulty:
**Points to Score: 2Riddle: I may sizzle like bacon, I'm made of an egg, and I have a lot of
backbone, but I don't have a healthy leg. I'm peeling layers like onions, yet I'm still whole; I can
belong like a flagpole, and fit into a vacuum. What am I?Hint: It has poisonRiddle #36Level of
Difficulty: **Points to Score: 2Riddle: Rare edible sea creatures frequently served in
restaurantsHint: It has claws.Riddle #37Level of Difficulty: **Points to Score: 2Riddle: This is
essentially a cow's cakeHint: It’s a baked dish.Riddle #38Level of Difficulty: *Points to Score:
1Riddle: I sing out on the feathered wing in the morning. Without thought, I jump up into the air.
What am I?Hint:1. It has a beak.2. It can fly highRiddle #39Level of Difficulty: **Points to Score:
2Riddle: It is the best-known bank where kids store their moneyHint: It has coins and
cash.Riddle #40Level of Difficulty: ***Points to Score: 3Riddle: Without a horn, I can honk. What
am I?Riddle #41Level of Difficulty: ***Points to Score: 3Riddle: Possibly the most laid-back
member of the animal kingdomRiddle #42Level of Difficulty: **Points to Score: 2Riddle: While I
was living, the food gave that many had eaten every day.You see now that they're gone, they're
walking me down the streetHint: It gives us a steak.Riddle #43Level of Difficulty: **Points to
Score: 2Riddle: What type of dog has no tail?Hint: It is hot.Riddle #44Level of Difficulty: ***Points
to Score: 3Riddle: Which is as big as an elephant, but it doesn't weigh anything?Riddle #45Level
of Difficulty: **Points to Score: 2Riddle: He's a small one but can scale a towerHint: It loves sugar.
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